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11st Porto Orchid Show 2022 
Deadline date for preorders December 31st, 2022.                

• After this date, the availability it depends on the total amount of the preorders.

• Prices: The lists prices #1 to #7 include the exportation - importation costs and other costs after the 
clearance (shipping and handling) would be charged to the value of the order, but if picked up at Porto 

show, there are no additional charges.
• Discounts for preorders if the total of the preorder is between US$500 and US$999 apply a 5% and if 

US$1000 and more a 10%. 
• Before ordering, please ask for availability and order by clickig sales.
• Payment of preordered plants: 50% to 100% in advance. It should  be done by PayPal or Bank transfer 

and the balance when picked up or before shipped.
• For each preorder will apply handling and extra shipping costs unless the plants are being picked up at 

Porto Orchid Show, March 4 - 6 (Portugal) more details, please ask us. We pack each order when cleared 
form customs carefully, any requested extra item, for example cold or heat packs will be charged 

additionally at EUR 3 each.
• The plants are frontal divisions or seedlings. Before confirm your order, please have in mind that the 

plants must be cleaned deeply before pack them in order to keep them free of quarantine pests and ensure 
their entrance to the destiny country, sometimes the plants are delivered with few alive roots, please feed 
them with high phosphorus, vitamins and hormones to improve rooting and keep them sprayed against 

fungus and bacterias. 
• The quantities of the species are limited, sometimes one available division, please be patient and if your 

wished plant is not available, we could reserve it for another time. If you want a division bigger that the ones 
stated in the lists, please let me know, if it is possible, I gladly will quote it and bring it for you when 

possible.
• Guarantee of the plants: 1. Identity: The species or clones you bought are guaranteed that they will bloom 

like the photo in the catalog, if any involuntary mistake, please send us a message with the photo of the 
flower and the plant to replace it in your next order. 2. Plant condition: If too much stress during the trip and 
the plant doesn’t recover within a month from the delivery, please take two photos: one when delivered and 
the other up a month ahead when you submit the claim to us. The plant will be replaced in your next order 
or reimbursed if you prefer this option. Guarantee of the plants: 1. Identity: The species or clones you 
bought are guaranteed that they will bloom like the photo in the catalog, if any involuntary mistake, please 

send us a message with the photo of the flower and the plant to replace it in your next order. 2. Plant 
condition: If too much stress during the trip and the plant doesn’t recover within a month from the delivery, 
please take two photos: one when delivered and the other up a month ahead when you submit the claim to 

us. The plant will be replaced in your next order or reimbursed if you prefer this option.
• Orquídeas Katía agrees with the Colombian requirements of environmental and socially correct practices 

and follows sustainable development guidelines.
Thanks for your interest in our plants
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